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DAY
"To create
something
exceptional, your
mindset must be
relentlessly
focused on the
smallest detail."
- Giorgio Armani
Italian Designer
born on this day in
1934

ARTAfact

The Best Hotel or Resort in Every State...
This summer, get yourself to a new state-of mind, that is. Whether you're into
luxe dude ranches with plenty of Western-style comforts, or down-home resorts
where you can swing your feet over the dock, there's no shortage of ways to
spend a night in this big and beautiful country. These are the number one places
to stay in every state-hotels and resorts, alike-as voted by Conde Nast readers.
in their annual Readers' Choice Awards survey.
Click here for list

ARTA Travel is the
only agency in
Dallas that prints
Rail Europe
documents in our
office.

CLIENT CORNER
ARTA Travel
Client Letters
"Carolyn and I

recently returned
from a 35-day
wonderful
adventure to New
Zealand and
Australia that was
seamlessly
organized by
Joann Austin.

The Best Mediterranean Cruises...
Get a whole new perspective on this historic and beautiful region. The
coastlines of Greece, Italy, France, and Spain, for example, boast ancient port
cities and are home to a vast array of architectural sites and historic attractions.
Instead of palm trees and coral reefs, cruisers can explore Athens' Acropolis and
Venice's canals. Mediterranean cruisers may trade a day of snorkeling for a day
wandering around the Vatican, or tackling Florence's Uffizi Gallery.
Click here for list

Airfares from Dallas / Fort Worth International Airport
DFW
DFW
DFW
DFW
DFW
DFW
DFW
DFW
DFW

to Chicago O'Hare, IL
to Seattle, WA
to Honolulu, Hawaii
to Madrid, Spain
to Los Angeles, CA
to Atlanta, GA
to London, England
to San Francisco, CA
to New York, LaGuardia, NY

$225
$361
$764
$1,584
$197
$197
$1,613
$247
$238

Fares shown are round-trip based on availability, not including taxes and fees
Conditions Apply

ARTA Travel clients, receive discounted pricing with FreedomPark
Valet at DFW Airport.
Contact your ARTA agent for more details

Throughout the
process, she was
always there to
guide us, make
reservations,
ensure visa
compliance and
offer great
suggestions. Our
trip included air
arrangements from
Pensacola to
Auckland, back-toback cruises on
Celebrity Solstice
and air
arrangements from
Sydney to
Pensacola along
with lodging before
and after.
Other than truly
efficient handling
of all requests, we
appreciate the fact
that she has
traveled
extensively
including a variety
of cruises.
We first met Joann
and Wally onboard
Celebrity Equinox.
We were so
impressed with her
extensive
background
knowledge and
willingness to help
and resolve any
issue, we decided
to shift our travel

arranging to her
instead of using a
local travel agent
in Pensacola.
We are looking
forward to many
future adventures
arranged by
Joann.
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Carolyn and Bob
S.
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New Hotels Opening in July 2017...
From Los Angeles to Austin and Los Cabos to Corsica, there are new and refurbished
hotel openings that are worth noting. Natural parks and gardens adorn the Le Domaine
Misincu occupying 86 acres on the French island of Corsica. In contrast, the
InterContinental Los Angeles Downtown is now open in the tallest building on the west
coast. Click here for list
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American Express and American Airlines Offer Extra...
Your company can earn up to 6% rebates on the first $1,500,000 of flown
eligible American Airlines airfare purchases each year with the Business Extra
Corporate Card.1 Rebate will be 1% if during the relevant quarter, the company
has a corporate negotiated fare discount program. Your company will also earn
1 Business Extra point per $20.00 spent on all eligible purchases on the card.
Click here to Request Details

GROUP TRAVEL

Silversea Caters to Incentive Group Travel...
Whether you desire a limited number of suites for an exclusive incentive or a
full-ship charter for a highly customized special event, Silversea luxury cruises
can accommodate your next important event with extraordinary flair ... and
value. You will find these beautiful yacht-like ships ideal for incentivizing
employees, dealers and distributors; showing customer appreciation; staging
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conferences, consumer endorsement events or product rollouts; and hosting
influential international clients.
Contact a Group Specialist for Details
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